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GW Hosts Mayoral Sideshow... Er, Debate 
BY BRANDON BRISCOE 
Staff Writer 
In what often resembled a variety show, the six can­
didates in the September 10th Democratic mayoral pri­
mary met for a laughter-filled debate hosted by the GW 
Student Association on Thursday evening. The unruly pro­
ceedings matched an already strange race in which the 
incumbent and his major challenger are running as write-
ins. 
In one of the evening's saner moments, candidate 
Faith — she goes by one name — set the event's tone by 
blasting out a few notes from a bugle as the candidates 
marched into the Marvin Center Betts Theater. The night 
would grow more bizarre from there, concluding in a mu­
sical finale that left the audience in tears of laughter. 
Most of the humor was provided by Faith, James 
Clark, and Rev. Osie Thorpe who are political unknowns 
running on specific issues. However, even the more recog­
nized candidates - Rev. Willie Wilson, incumbent Anthony 
Williams, and former D.C. Councilman Rev. Douglas 
Moore - added color to a vibrant evening. Williams is 
running as a write-in, because his campaign was found to 
have forged signatures necessary for his name to appear 
on the ballot, and Wilson failed to meet the filing dead­
line. 
Clark stole the show with his pro-African American 
agenda, eventually drawing questions from audience mem­
bers wanting more of his wild rhetoric. When asked about 
GW's sometimes contentious relations with the city, the 
aged and slender Clark proclaimed, "I say, 'Howard Uni­
versity, expand! Expand! Expand - and take over all of 
George Washington University.'" Asked about how he 
would address the District's high housing costs, Clark re­
sponded that he would begin by evicting President George 
W. Bush. "I'll get a hammer and a saw and chop up the 
White House and sell the pieces as souvenirs to build a 
home for the Black man." Clark added that he would "turn 
off Congress's water" for good measure. 
Three candidates offered more traditional political 
speeches but were no less odd in their behavior. Moore 
did not arrive until more than ten minutes into the debate, 
which began twenty minutes behind schedule. Williams 
unexpectedly left the auditorium after only forty-five min­
utes. The audience was later told he had a "prior commit­
ment." Wilson briefly sat in Williams's vacated chair and 
later answered his cell phone, holding a brief conversation 
while other candidates were speaking. 
Wilson and Moore attacked the Williams adminis­
tration. "For the past four years, we've had a manager, not 
a leader," Wilson said. Wilson criticized the mayor's at­
tempt to revamp the Department of Motor Vehicles, com­
plaining that only four of the eight bays at the DMV are 
ever open. He also decried the closing of D.C. General 
Hospital, blaming a recent death in his congregation on 
the extra time needed to transport the victim to a distant 
hospital. "All the health care administrators and profes­
sionals said it would not work, but this mayor did not lis­
ten," he stated. 
Citing his experience on the D.C. City Council and 
as a business owner, Moore said he would excel as mayor. 
Moore called for rent freezes to protect students from in­
creasing housing costs and attacked Williams's refusal to 
support the idea. "Mayor, since you don't favor freezing 
rents, how much rent do you pay? Amen," he exclaimed. 
Moore explained his sudden return to politics after 
thirty years away from public office by saying he was "ap­
palled that no one wanted to take on the Mayor." Saying 
that "David had slain Goliath" when his supporters suc­
cessfully removed Williams from the ballot, Moore said, 
"I'm here because I want to serve the people." 
Moore joined Clark and Thorpe in calling for eased 
parking restrictions and enforcement around universities, 
saying that transportation is too difficult and too expen­
sive for students. Williams, when present, was calm and 
patient amidst the antics and criticism that surrounded him. 
See DEBATE page 8 
Student Association Budget 
Suffers $50,000 Shortfall 
BY TROY D. BYERS 
Staff Writer 
In the wake of this past year Enron 
and Worldcom accounting scandals, it 
should not come to any surprise that the 
Student Association Senate Finance Com­
mittee announced a budget error leaving the 
SA short nearly $50,000 for this fiscal year. 
Now, the SA budget is approximately 
$350,000, rather than its originally projec­
tion of $400,000. Senate Finance Commit­
tee Chair Dan Moss attributes the shortfall 
to the previous administration oversight, 
claiming that the Vice President for Finan­
cial Affairs provided the Finance Commit­
tee with inaccurate information. This ex­
cuse, however, has yet to be fully substanti­
ated. 
While there is no way to remedy this 
budget snafu, the SA has promised to des­
ignate a special joint committee to investi­
gate and take corrective action. A final re­
port should be available to the GWU com­
munity no later than September 24. Until 
that time, amended budgets will be frozen. 
The Student Association could face a Uni­
versity audit later this fall. 
Although finding fault and placing 
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blame is speculative at this point, there is a 
unanimous opinion that student organiza­
tions will feel the crunch. Thanks to re­
cent legislation passed in the SA Senate to 
increase the Student Bar Association fund­
ing, however, the effects of the budget cri­
sis on the Law School should at least be 
partially mitigated. Zach Ellis, SBA Trea­
surer, states that, until more information is 
provided, the effects on the SBA are un­
clear. According to Ellis, the SBA w ill 
continue as planned and make reductions 
if and when that becomes necessary. Even 
though law school student organizations 
may be facing their own budget crises, the 
SBA has pledged to do whatever it can to 
maintain the funding that it has promised. 
Ellis stated that the student groups that may 
be hardest hit by the shortfall are The Law 
Revue and the softball team. These two or­
ganizations traditionally received funding 
through the SBA, even though they are not 
affiliated with the SBA. In the meantime, 
student organizations applying for co-spon-
sorships in the near future can expect de­
lays until amended budgets are finalized. 
When asked how he predicted this 
shortfall would affect the SBA's program­
ming budget, SBA President De' Famuyiwa 
expressed his concern that, "[W]e 'might' 
receive less than what we are due and that 
is unacceptable." He went on to note that, 
"It is important for the SA to understand 
that as they receive part of our tuition, they 
owe us a fiduciary duty of the highest or­
der. It is unfortunate that we as students 
get to wintess how part of our tuition is be­
ing dispelled." Finally, he expressed con­
fidence in the law school's representatives 
to the SA. " I know that they will let our 
voice be .heard so that when the Finance 
Committee starts disbursing what is left to 
student groups, we will not be forgotten." 
9/11: One Year Later 1 
BY BRANDON M OSS 
News Editor 
September 11, 2001 started off as a 
Tuesday, sunny, warm, without a cloud in 
the sky, not unlike any other day. Later 
that fateful morning, as the events unfolded 
involving hijackers seizing control of four 
airplanes and fears that more attacks were 
to come, students were told to leave the Law 
School, with all classes cancelled for the 
remainder of the day. People frenzied up 
and down the streets, cars stopped at a vir­
tual standstill, lining the blocks of Wash­
ington, D.C. as everyone had the same ob­
jective to leave the city. 
Now, a year later, as Americans con­
tinue to cope and live in this seemingly new 
world, the University has planned a series 
of events to remember the lives lost that 
day in September. At 8:46am, on Septem­
ber 11, 2002, the University will recognize 
a campus-wide moment of silence. Activi­
ties will be on the campus level and at the 
Law School specifically. During that en­
tire day, there will be speakers, poetry, read­
ers, and performances at Kogan Plaza. In 
addition, the Law School will have a dis­
cussion panel from 12pm to 2pm. Profes­
sor Stephen Saltzburg will moderate a panel 
discussing the following topics: "The 
Changing Face of U.S. Law Enforcement 
Strategies" (Professor Mary Cheh); "The 
Line between Military Action and Crimi­
nal Law Enforcement - Enemy Combat­
ants, Battlefield Detainees and Military 
Tribunals" (Professor Gregory Maggs); and 
"War Powers, the Pursuit of Terrorists, and 
'Evil' Governments" (Professor Peter 
Raven-Hansen). Otherwise, the Law 
School is planning no major events. 
Moreover, additional events in the 
area in include a Freedom Fair on the Na­
tional Mall, showing the Freedom Quilt, 
and a Reuters Photo Exhibit on the after­
math of 9/11 in the Marvin Center Grand 
Ballroom. CNN's Crossfire, normally 
filmed across the street from the Law School 
in the School of Media and Public Affairs 
Building, will not be taped on September 
11, 2002. 
According to Dean Renee DeVigne, 
Dean Michael Young wants "members of 
the Law School community to ... determine 
for ... themselves the extent to which they 
wish to reflect on the tragic events of last 
September." Faculty members have been 
given discretion in deciding whether to 
observe a moment of silence in class, or to 
remember 9/11 in some other way. One 
year later, DeVigne views the Law School's 
community as representative of the nation 
in terms of its mood and reaction. In par­
ticular, DeVigne finds that there "is an in­
creased focus on security, a heightened 
sense of awareness of vulnerability, and a 
desire to address issues" relative to 9/11. 
Eli Hoory, a 2L, noted that she has 
not noticed much of a change in the atmo­
sphere of the law school since 9/11. On 
the other hand, Emily Poulin, a 2L, trans­
ferred to the Law School because her hus­
band was employed in the Homeland Secu­
rity area. While attending law school in 
Newark, New Jersey last year, Poulin wit­
nessed the events on 9/11 as they were un­
folding. Still, Poulin feels that 9/11 has 
not changed her impressions of law school, 
and finds that people are more "aware of 
their surroundings." Finally, Laura Kamas, 
a 1L, intended to go to law school even be­
fore 9/11, although the events influenced 
her interest in certain areas of law. One 
year later, the GW community, and the na­
tion, continue to remember ... 




Welcome to GW law school. We would like to welcome you to this law 
school with open arms and wish everyone luck during this semester, but unfor­
tunately, the editorial board must begin this semester by addressing an alarming 
trend that began at the end of last semester. The Nota Bene is a sanctuary for 
those with opinions. Our publication welcomes all different viewpoints (includ 
ing those critical of our Editor-in-Chief). Students, faculty 
and administrators may use this publication to make their views 
known to our community. Everyone is entitled to their opin­
ion. Unless, apparently, you say something critical of the ad­
ministration. 
Last semester a member of our staff was threatened with 
disciplinary actions for expressing an opinion that was critical 
of the law school and its leadership. The student was met with 
threats that a Dean at this institution would give the student a 
negative recommendation to bar associations. No small men­
ace, this action could severely damage this individual's oppor­
tunity to practice law. Fortunately, the threat was not fol­
lowed with corresponding action, but the threat itself appears 
to be a clear attempt to suppress this individual's views about 
the law school. This amounts to nothing more than censor­
ship. 
At the same time, over one hundred editions of the Nota 
Bene mysteriously disappeared from the law school. Strange 
coincidence one might think. The papers then magically re­
turned to their usual location a couple days later, oddly enough, 
within twenty-four hours after members of the editorial board 
brought the disappearance to the attention of members of the 
law school administration. The question must be asked, what 
does the law school have to hide? 
We respect members of the administration. In some cases 
we even admire the superb performance of some of these indi­
viduals who have a life-long commitment to the educational 
process. This publication, however, is a family. When one of 
our brothers or sisters is threatened, then it is a threat to the 
entire family. The Nota Bene will not cower, nor permit itself 
to be silenced by its critics. The law school community will 
















Ostracizing the Minority 
BV PAUL J. MF.ISSNER 
Opinion Editor 
It began two years ago when I w as a 
lonely 1L sitting in some long-forgotten 
criminal law class. Some professor was say­
ing something about the rape shield law, a 
relatively unknown yet critically important 
doctrine. I try to block out criminal law 
whenever 1 can, but I remember the rule to 
be that if there are allegations of rape, the 
facts or conditions of the victim's past pro­
miscuity or sexual relations cannot be ad­
mitted into evidence. This rule is intended 
to protect victims of rape since victims of 
rape and sexual abuse often find themselves 
on trial along with the defendant. Also, 
this rule indirectly (in my mind) encour­
ages rape victims to press charges know­
ing that they will maintain some personal 
dignity and privacy during the proceedings. 
Since the most vociferous students in 
my section were progressive females, this 
little known law could not be praised 
enough. However, one person, a rather 
vociferous student himself, challenged the 
statute arguing that this rule keeps the de­
fendant from getting a fair trial by keeping 
out possibly relevant evidence. 
This male student was probably too 
stubborn or too stupid to figure out what he 
did until it was too late. Immediately after 
he said his final word in his comment, his 
credibility was smashed and his beliefs were 
put on trial by a more liberal majority. His 
criticism of this law was merely the begin­
ning of this person's reputation for being 
sexist at best and an outspoken misogynist 
at worst. For the rest of the semester, when­
ever this person would contribute to the 
class discussion, it was either attacked or 
ignored by his classmates. 
I am not here to either criticize or 
promote rape shield laws or to discuss the 
merits of any other protections of victims 
or defendants. This anecdote, however, is 
merely an example of how minority views 
are often purged from political forums (and 
law school classes) today. People who have 
views that are not supported by the major­
ity are often subject to criticism if not out­
right hatred. It seems like freedom of 
speech and tolerance are applicable only to 
communicating popular views while opin­
ions that are more unpopular or conserva­
tive are banished away. It seems like fas­
cism still exists, but it just protects a differ­
ent class of people. 
The effect of keeping the more con­
servative, moderate, or unpopular opinions 
out of law school classes is that it ultimately 
turns these classes into poor forums of ideas. 
When all students who speak their minds 
are of the same political disposition, then 
the class loses a potentially important point 
of view. By actively shutting out how many 
people view a particular issue, we disrupt 
the process of how mere law students be­
come sophisticated lawyers. As future law­
yers, law students must be aware of "the 
other side's" counter-arguments and differ­
ing world-views. 
Being the Opinions Editor for Nota 
Bene, I believe the freedom of speech is 
alive and well in this publication. This may 
not be the ivory tower of a law review, but I 
think this publication serves a legitimate 
purpose at our law school. This is the only 
publication here that welcomes all opinions 
of the political left or the right without apol­
ogy and without prejudice. We will not put 
anyone's beliefs on trial or censor them for 
speaking their views. We do not make judg-
ments on any of our opinions writers or 
those who send letters to the editor, which 
I, of course, read. 
I hope to have an open forum for stu­
dents, faculty, and the administration to 
discuss their opinions in everything from 
politics in the world to politics in the class­
room. Here, nobody will find that they have 
been censored or ostracized for their opin­
ions, no matter how radical they may be. I 
wish all of us a great year and good luck! 
You Got a Problem? 
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NEWS FROM THE GW COMMUNITY 
Why Thursday? 
Why exactly did GW Law School decide to start  classes on a Thursday, 
when most 2Ls and 3Ls had no Friday classes (sorry lLs)? According to 
the administrat ion,  the first  Thursday and F riday of classes were used 
to cover days missed due to the Thanksgiving vacation,  the only other 
holiday recognized by the Law School this semester besides Labor D ay. 
For those planning far  into the future,  there are no classes on the last  
Wednesday before Thanksgiving, but instead the Tuesday before 
Thanksgiving will  b e a constructive Wednesday. Following Thanksgiving, 
the Monday class will  make up for the day lost  for Labor Day, while the 
Tuesday session of classes will  replace that  constructive Wednesday. 
AH Boxed In 
One new welcome addit ion to the Law School over the summer vacation 
is  the creation of n ew study space in Lower Level 1 of the Burns Law 
Library.  During this past  winter b reak, the Law School r emoved study 
carrels  located i n the Stockton Lower Level.  To compensate the lost  
space,  several  stacks located in the area of L ower Level 1 adjacent to 
the outdoor patio were removed, with the volumes stored relocated to 
other sections of the library.  Now, the space was enclosed and study 
rooms were added, for group study use.  
When You Have to Go, You Have to Go 
Bathrooms on the first  floor of L erner Hall  were renovated 
during the summer.  Spacious,  cleaner,  and brighter,  the new restrooms 
are there to serve all  of  your needs.  A few complaints ,  however,  could 
st i l l  be heard r egarding the paucity of soap and p aper towels during 
afternoon hours.  
Taking Care of Business 
Students working in the Law School 's  Vaccine Injury Clinic have a 
number of re cent successes to report .  A sett lement negotiated by 
Murray Scheel and H errin Hopper i nvolved a  disabled w oman, Lara 
Emiola, thereby enabling her to vacate the institution she is currently 
residing at and move in with her mother, while receiving better medical 
treatment in the process. Heather Major and Fletcher Howard were 
victorious in an appeal before U.S. Court  of F ederal  Claims, arguing in 
favor of an unborn child being considered as a "person" when receiving a 
vaccination.  Finally,  the Vaccine Injury Clinic received $45,000 in 
at torneys '  fees and costs as a result  of a  case in which students suc­
cessfully represented a young child that  died following a DPT vaccina­
t ion.  
Taking Care of Business, Part 2 
Not to be outdone. Federal  A ppellate Clinic (FAC) students received a 
remand on an appeal from the denial  of p ost-conviction claims for a 
cl ient assert ing ineffective representation at  his f irst  post-conviction 
hearing.  Cur rently,  the FAC is working on a case,  Cole v.  State,  in which 
the Maryland Court of Appeals granted its cert petition. Cole v. S tate 
involves the question of w hether a poli te note given to a bank tel ler  
requesting money, unaccompanied by threat  or force,  qual ifies as "con­
structive violence" in the definit ion of ro bbery and assault .  Finally,  FAC 
students will handle a second-degree murder case, Myers v. State. 
Corporate Fever 
The GW Law Democrats appeared to have caught a l it t le of the "Corpo­
rate Fever" during their  f irst  meeting,  held last  Tuesday night in L401. 
Professor Galston was the special  guest  lecturer and she gave a presen­
tation to the audience of students on the topic of the recent corporate 
scandals,  and the legislative response to these scandals .  At several  
points during the discussion,  Galston even dabbled i nto the polit ical  
pundentry game as she wagered guesses on how the scandal would 
impact the 2002 Congressional election.  
The Great and Powerful 
Wizard of GW 
Student Association President 
Phil Robinson 
Moo? 
BY EJ LEVIN 
Staff Writer 
In a scene taken from a familiar 
movie, Dorothy and her friends return to 
Oz with the Wicked Witch's broomstick 
when the Wizard refuses to help them even 
though he promised to do so. "If you were 
really great and powerful, then you would 
keep your promises," Dorothy admonishes 
the Wizard. 
Student Association President Phil 
Robinson plans to do what the Wizard of 
Oz initially would not: keep his promises. 
Now that Robinson is SA President, he ac­
knowledges that GW 
grad students - par­
ticularly those residing 
at the Law School — 
had a g reat deal to do 
with his election. 
Now, Robinson is step­
ping out from behind 
the green curtain and 
is ready to discuss SA 
politics. Facing a ma­
jor budget crisis at the 
onset of his presiden­
tial term, Robinson de­
cided to have the SA 
audited by profession­
als, publish this year's 
budget online, and re­
lease audit results.. 
Robinson char­
acterized his approach 
to this budget crisis as 
"front stage." Regard­
less of what other people will think of him, 
Robinson intends to "increase accountabil­
ity and responsibility." Robinson prefers 
student organizations to be run by ethical, 
responsible leaders, willing to keeping ev­
erything out in the open. Only then can 
student leaders be aware of "what they are 
getting into" and fulfill their duties. 
This "Front Stage" approach may be 
exactly what the SA needs to do in order to 
gain credibility in the eyes of both the un­
dergraduate and graduate constituencies. 
Due to overspending and possible corrup­
tion that occurred during the last academic 
year, the SA's budget has been cut from 
$400,000 to about $318,000. So where did 
the $72,000 go? Robinson cites a number 
of problems leading to this budget catas­
trophe, the most alarming of which is the 
possibility that certain student organization 
members gave themselves permission to buy 
alcohol - lots of it. The money was not 
spent on "wet" events, but rather for the 
student organization members' personal 
use, accomplished by skirting the system, 
failing to fill out paperwork, and by sub­
mitting reimbursement slips containing 
bogus information. Nevertheless, Robinson 
attributes the "mess from last year" to a 
"lack of organization, lack of agenda, and 
lack of communication." 
Robinson considers the new academic 
year as "show time." According to 
Robinson, student leaders "either know 
what is going on or [they] don't." Robinson 
places the previous SA Finance Committee 
and Vice-President for Financial Affairs in 
the latter category of student leaders, hav­
ing acted carelessly and lacked knowledge 
about the SA by-laws. Robinson implied 
that close to half a million dollars that the 
SA is provided to fund every student orga­
nization in the University is being spent 
frivolously and for personal use. 
Now, Robinson is stepping up to his 
"Front Stage" and lifting the proverbial 
curtain in order to promote responsibility 
and ethics. Under Robinson, everything 
will be publicized so that each move can be 
watched, and any member of the press will 
be able to ask questions at the end of all 
cabinet meetings. In addition, Robinson 
intends to get more involved with graduate 
student organizations and by reaching out 
to groups that have traditionally been ig­
nored (including smaller cultural groups). 
Robinson is "a big proponent for getting 
some teeth - registering groups - with the 
Student Activity Center" so that account­
ability is increased and put on the line. The 
focus of Robinson's 
administration can be 
characterized by "ac­
countability," and will 
be illustrated through 
town hall meetings 
and newsletters. 
Still, Robinson 
is worried about the di­
rection that the SA is 
following, fearing "at 
what point do we be­
come a bank rather 
than a government 
body and an advocate 
for students?" To that 
effect, the SA will be 
looking into establish­
ing a separate arm, run 
like a corporation, to 
deal with fiscal issues. 
Financial opportuni-
ties, such as 
fundraising from businesses in the Marvin 
Center and other student buildings, will 
need to be considered. "They are benefit­
ing from a huge and loyal customer base; 
why shouldn't they give back and be in­
volved?" Robinson explains. 
One of the more interesting things 
that Robinson revealed was that the under­
graduates resent Law Students as much as 
Law Students resent them. GWU under­
graduates pay $1 per credit (up to 15 per 
semester, or about $30 for the whole year) 
to the SA budget - resulting in a $400,000 
budget. And the Law School, the Medical 
School, and Business School all get part of 
that budget without paying a similar "tax." 
It was worth mentioning that the Medical 
School received $31,000 last year from the 
SA compared to the $21,500 given to the 
Law School. The undergraduate students 
are "pissed off' that their money goes to 
benefit law students. Nonetheless, law stu­
dents' tuition dollars and alumni funds pay 
for such purchases as the new Marvin Cen­
ter facade. The SA is considering whether 
to charge law students $1 per credit for 
funding as well. When asked whether all 
the money raised by a possible law school 
credit charge would be given to the law 
school, Robinson was unable to provide an 
answer. 
Moreover, Robinson wants to address 
the graduate versus undergraduate mental­
ity in the SA. Robinson affirmatively be­
lieved that undergraduate issues dominate 
the SA. But, Robinson is not resigned to 
letting that trend continue: "In the face of a 
budget crisis, I am worried about students 
and student groups fighting." Robinson 
says that he wants to make an effort this 
year to look at ways to ameliorate the gradu­
ate versus undergraduate conflict. 
The loss of free printing issue will 
See SA PRESIDENT page 8 
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TWO (HEL)L © 
BY ERIK BAPTIST 
Staff Writer 
What's that? Is it that time of year 
again already?? Oh, you know it That's 
right, it's time for the next edition of ONE 
(HEL)L. Because the administration felt 
that it was time for a name change, they let 
me become a 2L and, hence, the title of this 
column. But never fear, I'm sure there'll 
be more stories of my battles with cock­
roaches, locking myself out of my apart­
ment in the middle of the night, Barrister's 
Ball (Hi, Reba), and, of course, my experi­
ences in law school. 
When I came back to campus (which 
I h ad successfully avoided for most of the 
summer), many people (actually, just two) 
asked me if I was going to write my col­
umn again. I was not sure because I felt 
that I had lost my ability to write anything 
amusing over a summer of drafting legal 
memoranda, and nothing really funny hap­
pened. 
My fears, however, quickly subsided 
about two minutes after returning back to 
school. I felt like it was junior high all over 
again (lLs, you'll find out soon enough), 
so it must have been the first day of classes. 
The school bully was back to her old an­
tics, declaring that she had already outlined 
for all her classes, punching anyone who 
dared take her seat in the front of the class­
room, and still taking my lunch money and 
giving me a series of noogies and wedgies 
in the Soft Lounge (that seriously hurts). 
Moreover, August brought the return of all 
the things that made me laugh during my 
first year: lockers, backpacks with wheels 
(and yes, I proudly own one, but never wheel 
it), the creepy guy in the library, gossip (ap­
parently, I am dating one of my classmates 
— the poor girl didn't even know it), and 
Mark Hershfield (yes, THAT sketchy Edi­
tor-in-Chief for the Nota Bene). 
But there were some changes that I 
noticed this year: many of my classmates 
were wearing suits, no one had panic at­
tacks before our Socratic classes, and there 
were all these Freshmen - uh, lLs - in­
tensely studying in the library, acting like 
they had an exam before every class. Yeah, 
these things existed last year, but I never 
noticed them. 
I guess Fall Interview Program (FIP) 
explains the suits. After a few interviews, I 
discovered something about a few of my 
classmates: some of them suffer from im­
mediate amnesia (worse than the guy in 
Memento). How's that? Well, for those of 
you who don't know the process, people are 
supposed to knock on the hotel door when 
it's time for their interview in order to let 
the interviewers know that they should wrap 
up their current interview. Here's where 
the amnesia kicks in. It goes something 
like this: 
Interviewer: Erik, can you please tell 
me what in flagrante delicto means? 
Me: Of course. It's the Latin phrase 
for "while the crime is ablaze." It's used 
when the defendant is caught red- ... 
[KNOCK, KNOCK, KNOCK] ... handed. 
Interviewer: Good job. So I'm assum­
ing you know what res ipsa loquitur is? 
Me: Race what? Uh, speaking of 
races, did I tell you that I ... [KNOCK, 
KNOCK, KNOCK] ... run marathons? 
Interviewer: Surely, you know what 
res ipsa is, right? 
Me: No. And don't call me Shirley. 
Interviewer: Ok.... Do you have any 
questions for me about anything that I can 
answer? 
Me: Well, I'm glad you asked. I have 
always wanted to know how planes fly. I 
mean they are so heavy ... [KNOCK, 
KNOCK, KNOCK] ... and all. 
Interviewer: Wow. I think this inter­
view is over. You'll get our rejection letter 
in the mail a few days from now. Good 
luck with finding a job - you'll need it. 
1 think you get the picture. These stu­
dents apparently didn't remember that they 
had knocked just minutes before. And trust 
me, judging from the volume of their 
knocks, they knew that we had heard their 
knocks the first and second times. Don't 
get me wrong, I'm not complaining - I'm 
observing. If people want to show that they 
are impatient, inflexible, and annoying, 
more power to them. It's exactly what these 
firms are looking for. Keep up the good 
work. 
And this year the panic attacks have 
also disappeared. I found out that if you 
don't know an answer in class, it doesn't 
matter. It's not like it's going to affect your 
GPA one bit. So my classmates will think 
I'm dumb and I won't get into the "smart" 
study group. What's new? I'm just glad 
that I h ave the time to maintain a life out­
side of school during the week. I even had 
the chance to go to see Riverdance. It was 
great. Maybe I'm easily impressed, but I 
was entertained to see grown men in tight-
fitting clothes do an Irish jig across the stage 
faster than they can run. Very, very im­
pressive. On a side note, I've had night­
mares ever since. 
Finally, with the anniversary of the 
tragic events of September 11th drawing 
near, I feel compelled to reprint something 
from last year. My column's section en­
titled Your Momma Osama, which was my 
unsuccessful attempt to pick a fight with 
this pig, did produce some amusing ana­
grams of his name. And for one last time, 
here they are: Be a slain nomad; Albania's 
demon; A lesbian nomad; So I anal bad 
men; I model bananas; I'm Dole bananas; 
Is a lone, bad man; and finally, Do a samba, 
Lenin. Take that Osama! 
Oh no! Not him! Tell me I'm not 
interviewing him... Noooo!. 
AS SEEN ON TV ^ 
Can It Get Any Worse? 
Our fearless writers brave bad acting,  reruns,  
and horrible reali ty shows to let  you know 
what you shouldn' t  be watching. 
B y  M a r k  H e r s h f  i el d  
I  have seen some bad 
television programs in my 
l ifet ime. There are sev­
eral  TV shows that  were so 
bad I  simply would never 
watch them, even if  of­
fered money. Now, how­
ever,  I  am convinced that  I  
have found the worst  TV 
show ever made. Drum roll  
please;  i t  is  the overly-
hyped and advertised Anna 
Nicole Sm ith show. I  can 
feel  myself  gett ing dumber 
and dumber every t ime I  
watch i t ,  but for some 
reason, I  keep watching i t .  
Maybe I  watch i t  to 
i  re l ive  my chi ldhood crush 
I  on  Anna N ico le  Smith.  
Nope, can' t  be that .  Lets 
just  say she doesn' t  look 
anything l ike she used to 
when the she was in 
Playboy and in Guess Jeans 
commercials (see I  can be 
"nice").  Maybe i t  is  to hear 
intell igent conversations on 
important issues.  Nope, 
can' t  be that .  Lets just  
say I .have seen chipmunks 
with m ore brainpower then 
her (and I  am not talking 
about Alvin,  Simon or 
Theodore).  Maybe I  watch 
i t  for i ts  wonderful  plots 
and overall  drama. Nope. 
Let 's  just  say that  this is  a  
"reali ty based" show and 
just  l ike all  the shows of 
this genre,  the show is all  
about the average mun­
dane things,  which were 
boring when we went 
through them. 
One posit ive aspect 
of this show is that  
hopefully i t  signals the 
death knell  for reali ty 
shows like The Real World 
and The Osbournes. Since 
these types of shows 
began in the early 1990s,  
they have taken over TV 
stations at  an alarming 
L 
rate.  This show is so bad 
that  maybe i t  will  wake the 
average TV viewer up,  and 
show them why reali ty 
shows truly are horrible.  
The show is pointless,  the 
people in i t  are ridiculous 
and someone should put 
Anna Nicole Smith out of 
her misery.  The woman is a 
waste of a human being, 
and the fact  that  she has 
her own TV show means 
that  there is hope for all  
of us (I  can see i t  now -
the "Mark Hershfield 
Show") [Editor 's  Note:  In 
answer to the question 
posed in t he  headl ine ,  yes .  
I t  can get  worse,  and Mr. 
Hershfield has just  shown 
us how.].  
So why do I  watch 
this horrible show? Maybe, 
i t  is  because I  think i t  will  
be cancelled any minu te so 
I  am trying to catch the 
last  episode (kind of l ike 
with the Magic Johnson 
Show). Or maybe I  watch 
i t  because i t 's  so bad i t  has 
become a joke.  I  mean i t ' s  
simply amazing t hat  some­
body has put money into 
this project  and i t  is  more 
amazing that  some people 
actually l ike this show. 
Whatever the case,  I  
would not encourage any­
body t o watch i t .  In fact ,  
I  would warn people to 
stay away from it ;  the 
show is dangerous as 
watching i t  makes me want 
to throw objects at  the 
TV. I f ,  however,  you don't  
l isten to me (and most 
people never do), the Anna 
Nicole Smith Show is  on 
every Sunday Night at  
10PM on the E! Channel.  Go 
ahead and watch i t ,  but 
don't  come crying to me on 
Monday morning complain­
ing about a brain freeze.  
A 
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Reminiscing on First Year 
BY ANDREW THOMPSO N 
Managing Editor 
As a grizzled old 3L, looking forward 
to the approaching end of my law school 
career, I can't help but look back to the 
"good ole days" of my first year. The school 
was crowded, and the CDO and half of my 
professors were exiled off in Old Main, but 
a those problems seemed to add to, not de­
tract from, the whole first year experience. 
As this year's 1 Ls are quickly discov­
ering, your section becomes your identity 
here at the law school. Most of your friends 
are in your section, and later, you will have 
this great communal memory to draw upon. 
Section Twelvers now in their third-year 
will probably crack a smile when thinking 
about an ethics discussion in Civil Proce­
dure where a student asked, "So what's the 
point of this, anyway?" And we can't for­
get humorous moments like: 
Student: "But I digress..." 
Professor: "No. I digress!" 
By the time you get to your second 
and third years, you'll be sitting around with 
your friends (who, for some strange reason, 
will mostly be from your section), laugh­
ing about Professor Barron talking about 
drafting the constitution of Azerbaijan or 
randomly changing the volume of his voice 
to get your attention. You'll laugh about 
how terrified you were the first time you 
were on call, and maybe, you'll remember 
how excited you were about the law during 
your first year. 
As I sat in the library this morning 
writing this article, I noticed a group of first 
years enthusiastically talking about their 
Civil Procedure reading, all with the atti­
tude that they were going to go out to 
change the world. Of course, like any jaded 
3L, my first thought was to laugh to myself 
about how much they still had to learn. 
Then it occurred to me: When was the last 
time I was that excited about my studies? 
Law school teaches you an entirely new way 
of thinking, and that really energizes you 
to put forth your best efforts to understand 
it. 
But where does that go? Certainly, 
the fear of being on call, and the pressure 
of being able to understand this completely 
foreign material enough to explain it to the 
professor motivates us to leam it, but is that 
all our first year enthusiasm was? Did we 
lose our enthusiasm when we figured where 
the professor was hiding the ball? 
By second year, skimming the mate­
rial to pull out the necessary elements is 
second nature. We don't have to work as 
hard to understand the material, and many 
of us start dividing our time between school 
and work. Is that when the law became 
less of a study that inspires us to change 
the world, and more of a job about which 
we care less and less as time goes on? Is 
apathy the real result of law school? 
Hopefully, the answer is a resound­
ing "NO!" As we approach the end of our 
law school careers and the beginning of our 
careers as attorneys, I hope we can resur­
rect some of that enthusiasm and take some 
of the laughs from our first year to take with 
us as we leave law school. The future might 
be a dreary place without it. 
Letter to the Editor: Moot 
Court Judging Flawed 
BY JEREMY MEDEVOY, 2L DAY 
Initially, I had reservations about 
writing this piece without first receiving an 
invitation to join GW's prestigious Moot 
Court Board. I thought that I might appear 
to be whining. However, I decided to write 
it anyway because this is not about me. It's 
about the process used to select 1L Moot 
Court members. The process is flawed. 
For the first-year competition at GW, 
student members select fellow students to 
join Moot Court. I suppose the main rea­
son for this set-up stems from the demeanor 
of the typical law student: they like to think 
that they are important, professional and 
grown-up. I asked a GW law professor if 
other law schools operated Moot Court in 
the same fashion. Not all do, she assured 
me. She also told me that when an advisor 
raised the issue of having faculty members 
recommend selections, the student members 
quickly silenced her. We should be aware 
of alternative, potentially better ways of 
selecting 1L members to the Moot Court 
Board. 
Let us look at just a few other meth­
ods used at different schools. At Yale Uni­
versity, federal and state judges, practicing 
attorneys and professors judge the partici­
pants and make the selections. Prominent 
local and federal judges carry the task at 
Georgetown University. Even at some 
schools where students make selections, 
they are not alone in the process. For ex­
ample, at tlve University of California, 
Davis, Moot Court Board members make 
selections along with practicing attorneys 
and judges. 
Of course, I h ave no doubt that GW 
students will argue with me that they are 
just as qualified as practicing attorneys, 
professors and even judges! But in reality, 
they are not. You see, the GW students 
judging the participants know as much 
about oral advocacy as the next student: 
nothing. Who are these students kidding? 
It is time for the Moot Court Board to get 
off their high horses and concede that they 
are not as qualified as practicing attorneys, 
professors and judges. 
The process and the Moot Court 
Board as a whole will be better when this 
point is conceded. Who will argue with 
me that judges are not more qualified? They 
evaluate oral advocates every day. Here we 
are in Washington with so many different 
courthouses. Would it be so difficult to re­
cruit some local judges to serve as judges? 
No. 
In fact, the Moot Court Board uses 
judges and practicing attorneys to judge the 
Moot Court competitions that are open to 
second and third year students. This fact 
just illuminates the absurdity of having stu­
dents judge the first-year competition. The 
Board is willing to recruit judges for the 
second and third year competitions, but not 
for the lLs. Oh, right. It's because the 
student members are just as qualified as 
judges and practicing attorneys. No, sorry, 
they are actually more qualified! What the 
devil! 
I have one final note. Before Moot 
Court Board members from atop their high 
horses attack me, Vet me make something, 
cVear. \ am not saying that the current mem­
bers are not deserving of their spots because 
student judges judged them. I have not even 
addressed that issue. I am simply saying 
that the process for selection can be greatly 
improved. 
Does Size Really Matter? 
The impact of the poor student/faculty ratio can be 
felt throughout the law school. Let's start with first-year 
sections. At all the law schools that my friends attend, 
their first-year sections are much smaller than ours. Many 
strange expressions I h ave seen when I tell anecdotal sto­
ries about the size of my 
first- year 
So its time to ask the eternal question: does size 
really matter? No Erik Baptist, this is not some sleazy 
opinion piece (like one of yours), I am talking about the 
size of the law school. Last semester, many law students 
were stunned and disappointed by the fact that the law 
school dropped in the coveted law school rankings. Some 
people wrote it o ff as a result of inaccurate studies and 
irrelevant factors, but many others where understand­
ably upset. Instead of laying blame for the drop in the 
rankings, I would like to instead try something new and 
suggested a couple simple things the law school can , 
do to boost its ranking. * lj b 1^ CXJ I fa T I \ 
As even the new fresh batch of ILs has found • A m m J AVW* V • 
INSIDE 
out by now, the law school is simply too crowded. Any % 
trip up and down the stairs will make this very clear. « 
Fortunately, however, the law school is addressing this * 
problem. Plans are underway to expand our facilities, 
which should help decrease the amount of time it takes 
to get up and down the staircase (it would also help if 
people would not stop to have conversations in the stair­
well)! These plans, however are just the beginning, and 
more must be done. 
The student/faculty ratio is a factor that goes into 
the overall ranking of the law school. The real problem 
with the law school is an obvious one: we have too many 
students and too few professors. In fact, the current stu­
dent-faculty ration at the law school according to U.S 
News & World Report is 18.8/1. This ratio is worse than 
any law school ranked higher than G W (for comparison, 
the student/faculty ration at Yale is 7.4/1). There is sim­
ply no excuse for such a dismal statistic. GW is not a 
cash strapped state school, but a money making machine. 
Accounting schemes and other shady practices does not 
account for the gap between GW and other top tier law 
schools. Steps must be taken to address this problem. 
HEAD 
BY MARK HERSHFIELD^X 
sec- **•»» ••*** tion" 
Instead of ••••••••••* one hundred 
plus students per sections, my friends have sections of un­
der seventy people, and in some cases as small as fifty 
students. The benefits to a smaller section are great. 
Smaller sections allow students to interact more with 
their professors and participate in class, leading to a more 
individualized education. They also will help cure the 
alienation that some students (including myself) feel, when 
they are sitting in a classroom the size of N issan Pavilion. 
Reducing the number of students per section is as simple 
as increasing the number of faculty members in the law 
school. The law school should consider at the very least 
adding four additional faculty members, enough to create 
a sixth section. 
A reduction in class size must also take place in up­
per-division classes. As able as the professors are at this 
* 
• 
institution, a class simply loses something when it is com­
posed of over 150 students. I concede that I attended a 
small college and that may slant my views, but the sheer 
numbers of these classes make students into mere faces, as 
opposed to names. Take a small class and you will see 
what I mean. A classroom environment should be more 
than a mere lecture hall. Such an atmosphere might have 
been conducive for an introductory biology or history class, 
but it is not helpful to a robust graduate education. With 
the amount of money we spend per class, is it too much to 
ask for a smaller, more consumer friendly, classroom at­
mosphere? 
Another step that the law school must take to im­
prove its rankings is to reduce the number of students 
admitted to the law school (note: signs point to the law 
school already heeding this advice). Selectivity accounts 
for twenty-five percent of a law schools ranking in the US 
News & World Report. By cramming extra students into 
an already packed law school, the law school is only hurt­
ing itself. Sure the profit might not be as large, but isn't 
that an adequate price to pay to bring the law school back 
into the cream of the crop? Steps must be taken to de­
crease the total number of students entering the law school. 
If the total number is decreased, the admissions depart­
ment can be more selective in the students they admit to 
the law school. At the same time, the overcrowded nature 
of the classrooms and halls will be eased. 
Sometimes the easiest solutions are the best solu­
tions. The law school's fall in the rankings was not merely 
an "aberration" as some would like to believe. It is a symp­
tom of an institution that has become quite simply too large 
and overcrowded. Some may say there is no such thing as 
"too big," but when it comes to the size of a law school 
there sure is. 




By Paul J. Meissner 
Paul's Best and Worst Picks for Summer 2002 
Summer films are usually character­
ized as large blockbusters packed with spe­
cial effects with little dimension and poor 
acting. This summer had few exceptions 
to this general rule, but there were some 
surprises. Here are some of my favorites 
from the past summer (and some of my least 
favorite, of course): 
The Best 
Signs **** 
This I could say without qualification 
was the greatest movie of the summer! 
Writer and director M. Night Shyamalan 
follow up Sixth Sense and Unbreakable 
with the summer's most thought-provok­
ing and thrilling feature. This movie pre­
sented the possibility of an alien invasion 
as it would occur in a home of an ex-urban 
Pennsylvanian family. Mel Gibson plays a 
former Protestant minister, Graham Hess, 
who rejects his faith after his wife was killed 
in an auto accident. Joaquin Phoenix plays 
Graham's brother Merrill Hess, a former 
minor league baseball star. These seem­
ingly simple rural folk are pawns caught 
up in an alien invasion of Earth when they 
find crop circles in their cornfield. This 
movie does get a bit hokey with its obvi­
ously spiritual overtones, but Mr. 
Shyamalan keeps you riveted to your seat 
for one hour-forty-seven minutes of sus­
pense. 
Lilo and Stitch ***y2 
I did not want to see this movie, but 
my friend's wife wanted to see it, so what 
the heck. Stitch is a less than adorable little 
alien who was created on a distant planet 
by a mad scientist. After his escape from 
the scientist and the authorities of an en­
lightened alien federation, he found him­
self on Earth. Living with a dysfunctional 
Hawaiian family, he tries so desperately to 
fit in and to protect his new friends from a 
tough-as-nails social worker (not to men­
tion that the alien mad scientist and the 
authorities are still on his trail). Though 
this movie had spouted controversy as to 
the drawing and depiction of the Hawai-
ians, it provided interesting insight into 
their culture. Also, I en joyed how Disney 
has made a movie showing more realistic, 
modern, non-traditional families that are 
the norm today. 
Spiderman *** 
This had exciting special effects and 
a heart-warming love story between Peter 
Parker and Mary Jane. Since it had tons of 
influence from comic artist, author, and 
creator Stan Lee, the movie complied with 
the overall story of the origins and person­
ality of the reluctant superhero. This movie 
was an attempt to show some New York 
pride after September 11th and it portrays 
much urban spirit. However, much to the 
dismay of the audience, Peter Parker and 
Mary Jane do not have sex at the end of the 
movie, as the voice of reason comes in: 
"Superheroes don't have sex." 
Minority Report *** 
Tom Cruise teams up with director/ 
producer Steven Spielberg in this science 
fiction and psychological thriller. This 
movie is set in futuristic Washington, DC, 
in the year 2053. Cruise plays a police of­
ficer in the city's experimental and contro­
versial "pre-crime" unit, which captures 
alleged murderers before they can conduct 
their malicious deeds. Even though this 
movie says nothing about there needing to 
be an actus rea before a crime could exist, 
this movie captures other notions such as 
predestination and choice. There is a lot of 
eye candy for male and female movie-goers 
as well. Between stunning visual effects, a 
vision of DC with actual skyscrapers, and 
of course, newly-single Tom Cruise him­
self, this movie has something for every­
one. Just come with an open mind and some 
people who majored in philosophy and you 
will have a good time and a brilliant after-
movie discussion. 
The Not So Good.... 
Star Wars Episode II ** 
At best I would consider Episode II 
(the fifth Star Wars movie to come out) to 
be disappointing. The good thing was that 
there was less Jar-Jar Binks, but this movie 
was still deplorable. Poor acting and poor 
writing made me want to ask for a refund. 
The problem is that George Lucas attempts 
to use special effects and beautiful pan­
oramic shots to make up for his lack of cre­
ativity and poor script writing. Though the 
actor playing Anakin Skywalker (Hayden 
Christensen) was good looking, his love 
scenes with Senator Padme Amidala 
(Natalie Portman) even made me feel sexu­
ally harassed. Overall, I would definitely 
say that beyond a reasonable doubt, this 
movie was crap. But still it was another 
commercial success; isn't that all that mat­
ters? 
Men in Black II *lA 
Will Smith wrote another crummy 
song, acted in a short one-hour-fifteen 
minute film, and still took home twenty-
million dollars plus song royalties. The best 
thing about this film was having to watch 
Lara Flynn Boyle as an alien acting as the 
dominatrix of the galaxy. This movie was 
characterized with too much product place­
ment and marketing to younger consum­
ers. It had an interesting premise, the revi-
talization and reinstatement of Agent K., 
played by Tommy Lee Jones, in order to save 
the world, but I would say the $9.25 to see 
the movie would be best spent somewhere 
else. How a fine actor like Tommy Lee 
Jones could end up in an hour-long com­
mercial seems beyond me. 
Student Organization Spotlight: 
GW Law Democrats 
BY EDDIE GOMEZ 
Features Editor 
The Nota Bene will be spotlighting a student or­
ganization every issue. This week, we are featuring the 
popular GW Law Democrats. We will strive to reveal as 
much as we can, including the goals of the organization 
and other juicy tidbits of information. Enjoy. 
How the hell are you? 
Um...fine. 
Who the hell are you? 
I'm Aaron Tax. 
What do you do? 
I'm President of the GW Law School Democrats and 
I'm a 3L. 
Why do we have the GW Law Democrats ? 
Well, it's a way for like-minded students to get to­
gether to discuss and leam about Democratic policies and 
politics. We also strive to have our members get involved 
with issues that are important to them. 
What do you guys do in an average semester? 
This semester will not be average. We're doing more. 
We already had Professor Galston speak about Enron and 
Worldcom. Professor Mitchell will be speaking to the group 
about corporate responsibility. We are also trying to re­
serve a block of tickets to go see Crossfire and possibly 
meet one of the hosts. In addition, we're hoping to co-
sponsor an event with BLSA where we will try to bring 
Eleanor Holmes Norton to come speak. The other big event 
is an event that we are co-sponsoring with the CDO, in 
which we are going to bring in a panel to discuss what 
careers are available in politics to those with a law degree. 
What do you think is the biggest issue affecting 
Democrats in this country? 
That's a difficult question. Every Democrat has his 
or her own problems that must be addressed first in their 
opinion, but I th ink the biggest overall, and the issue that 
affects every Democrat, is who will be appointed to the 
Supreme Court. 
Interesting. What do you think is the largest prob­
lem with the Democratic Party? 
They need to do a better job of making their case to 
the American people. I think they are correct with how 
they stand on most issues, but they do a bad job of getting 
the message out to the public. This affects their image in a 
negative way and may take supporters away from the party 
that they belong in. 
Wow. Those Democrats are crazy huh? 
Um...I don't know what 
Oh, don't mind me. 1 w as just talking to myself. 
Who's your favorite Democrat? 
Ted Kennedy 
Who's your least favorite Democrat? 
Cynthia McKinney 
What Republican would you like to be a Demo­
crat? 
John McCain 
Ok. And finally, are you jealous of the fact that 
Republicans are portrayed as elephants and Democrats 
as donkeys? 
No because you see elephants in the circus and, due 
to their size, they're more full of crap. 
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OPINIONS & FEATURES 
All the President's 
Appointments 
BY PAUL J. MEISSNER 
Opinion Editor 
The Student Bar Association at the 
law school has a truly complicated organi­
zational structure, indeed. Of course, the 
organization is first of all composed of a 
President and two Vice-Presidents who are 
elected by a simple majority vote of the law 
school class. Then there are various class 
representatives (1L, 2L, and 3L) who are 
elected by the three individual classes. 
There are also representatives for evening 
students. This, however, is about all of the 
elected representation we get. 
Numerous other positions exist for 
carrying out the everyday work and admin­
istration of the SB A. These positions range 
from the most prestigious including Trea­
surer and Secretary to more mundane posi­
tions like Programming Director, Elections 
Director, or the Director of Budget and Fi­
nance (whatever that means). The people 
who hold these positions are not elected by 
a majority .of students. In fact, they are not 
elected at all. They are appointed by the 
President of the SB A and this process takes 
place behind a closed door. 
Now, I know nobody really cares 
about who does the programming as long 
as the beer keeps flowing, but 1 believe that 
this issue becomes a big deal when consid­
ering how important the democratic pro­
cess is. Shortly after the general election, 
people were appointed seemingly behind 
closed doors and claimed many similar po­
sitions. The populace did not understand 
who the new appointees were or what they 
stood for. As political unknowns, they never 
ran in any elections and students do not 
understand who they are or what they stand 
for. Of course, some of them weren't po­
litical unknowns. They had run for office 
and lost. The student body as a whole did 
not consider them qualified to hold office, 
but the SBA's current system allowed them 
to be appointed to crucial positions as soon 
as the votes were counted. 
I have never met these people; I a m 
sure that they are wonderful individuals and 
are working hard for us. I m erely mention 
them because they are the culmination of 
the SBA's greatest problem - most of the 
SBA's staff are not elected by the populace. 
They are simply students who either were 
friends with current SB A executives or they 
may have said something nice about how 
they wanted the positions they got. This is 
nothing short of a complete usurpation of 
the democratic process. 
I think that in order to make the claim 
that the organization has the support of the 
students, the SBA must, beyond a shadow 
of a doubt, make its positions elected by the 
general student populace. The SBA claims 
that it is a democratically organized board, 
but there is no way a democratic organiza­
tion could be organized in this manner. 
I write this not to offend the current 
members of the SB A - elected or otherwise 
- but 1 w rite this in protest of something 
that has occurred for many years and 
through many administrations. As an av­
erage, everyday student at GW, I believe in 
my right to know who candidates for posi­
tions are, and I believe in my right to elect 
them to office or not. 
Variegation 
Atrm 





16 Fertilizer ingredient 
17 Edit 
19 Plumbers' unions 
20 Broadway scene 
21 Informers 
22 Smallest in number 
24 Rowboat 
25 Prepare for competition 
26 Decorate with a raised 
design 




35 Succulent plants 
36 Garden workers 
37 Ottoman Empire VIP 
38 Condensation 
39 Bridge expert 
40 Yellowish orange 
41 Watchman 
43 Not in total 
44 Bargain hunter 's goals 
45 Not mixed 




53 Part of Frank's song 
56 One-time divorce capital 
57 Comfort 
58 Match 
59 Pusher's need 
60 Barnyard residents 
61 Requires 
1 Work places 
2 Jobless 
3 Boxing match 
Crossword 101 
By Ed Canty 
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4 Before 
5 Communicable disease 
6 Crossword wizard :-) 
7 Mythical birds 
8 Cuckoo 
9 Bat holders 
10 Surpass 
11 Go-ah ead 
12 Oswald & others 
13 Word with big or down 
18 Com units 
23 Consumes 
24 Covered stadium 
25 A in my side 
26 Good gosh! 
27 Riot 
28 Row house, e.g. 
29 Follows big or water 
30 Ms. Robert Kennedy 
31 Pet name 
33 Infections 
36 Sweet insect 
37 Area unit 
39 Coating of gold 
40 Rower 
42 Garment maker 
43 Type of rocker 
45 Treads 
46 Beige 
47 No no no 
48 Baseball need 
49 Imaginary being 
50 Competed 
51 Experts 
54 Learned profession 
55 Tone of life 
1 
Quotable Quote 
An optimist Is a person 
who sees a green light 
everywhere, while a 
pessimist sees only 
the red stoplight. . . The 
truly wise person is 
colorblind. 
• Albert Schweitzer 
By GFtt Amuclafo • PO Box 461 Schenectady, NY I2J09 ' Vlmt our web titc Mt www.gfrpmezlem.eoat 
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Book Review :Our PosthumanFuture: The 
Consequences of the Biotechnology Revolution 
BY GUALBKRTO GARCIA JONES 
Staff Writer 
Francis Fukuyama is perhaps best 
known for his bold thesis elaborated in The 
End of History and The Last Man: because 
all political challengers of liberal Democ­
racy had failed, history as we knew it was 
at an end. In 2002, President Bush ap­
pointed Fukuyama to the council on Bioet-
hics. In Our Posthuman Future: Conse­
quences of the Biotechnology Revolution, 
Fukuyama delves into the Huxleyan world 
of genetics, its moral implications, and po­
litical ramifications. What happens to so­
ciety when individuals are able to direct the 
change of their nature towards a chosen 
ideal? Francis Fukuyama's answer is, the 
end of history or a posthuman future. 
Up to now, attempts at changing hu­
man nature in the pursuit of an ideal soci­
ety have been limited to influencing cul­
tural evolution. Fukuyama explains that 
one of the defining characteristics of hu­
mans is their ability to pass on their cul­
tural innovations through non-genetic 
means, thus, one generation influences the 
next, resulting in the marvelous diversity 
of human societies. Human cultural evolu­
tion, posits Fukuyama, while extremely 
malleable, has reached a dead-end where it 
sought to overcome or override the "deeply 
rooted natural instincts and patterns of be­
havior" such as those that are genetically 
defined and passed down. 
In the past century, socialist regimes 
attempted to do away with the concept of 
organized religion, weaken family bonds, 
and eliminate private property in order to 
extend altruism towards the state and soci­
ety at large; these attempts at manipulation 
of human nature failed because as 
Fukuyama says, "evolution did not shape 
human beings in this fashion." The ideo­
logical tools available to these governments 
were simply not able to transcend the core 
of humanity in all of its beauty and its ugli­
ness. 
As vigilant as Big Brother was of 
Winston by way of the telescreen in Orwell's 
1984, and no matter how closely the thought 
police attempted to reign him in, Winston 
ultimately breaks away and makes love to 
Julia. In Orwell's pessimistic world, Win­
ston and Julia are tortured and brainwashed 
until they betray each other and themselves. 
Yet, what would keep Winston's son or 
daughter from giVihg way to the same urge 
Winston and Julia felt? Well, the answer, 
according to Fukuyama would be to elimi­
nate the human desire and instincts; only 
in this way can humanity be crushed, or 
eliminated. 
Fukuyama believes that the dangers 
posed in 1984 can easily be identified and 
therefore averted. But what about a tailored 
de-humanization? One that promises to 
only eliminate suffering and disease? What 
is wrong with eliminating violent propen­
sities from our children, with eliminating 
addiction, depression, curtailing our sexual 
impulses, increasing our ability to concen­
trate, increasing our lifespan, in short, lead­
ing happier lives? To answer this question, 
Fukuyama delves into his thorough under­
standing of classical philosophy, from Plato 
to Hegel, suggesting that human progress 
has been driven by the struggle for recog­
nition. 
Among the many reasons Fukuyama 
gives, he also presents three hypothetical 
scenarios. Firstly, medically, the manipu­
lation of specific genes to alter a specific 
human attribute is wrought with side ef­
fects just as are the psychotropic drugs 
Prozac and Ritalin. One of the reasons for 
the particularly unpredictable side effects 
of genetic manipulation is that the result of 
turning off a specific gene often manifests 
itself on genes that are cross linked but not 
defined by the target gene. Yet, this ob­
stacle is one of scientific progress and could 
be resolved with a mastery of the human 
genome. 
A more difficult question arises when 
we consider the implications for our soci­
ety of these medical "improvements". 
Fukuyama analyzes the scenario where 
people attain an average life into the 100's. 
Imagine the effects on our already troubled 
social security system. Also, what would 
be the effect on national priorities like edu­
cation if the AARP represented the major­
ity of the constituency? What of the dis­
parities that would be created between 
wealthier, "older" nations, and poorer 
"younger" nations? Although many of these 
problems exist as a result of medical 
progress, and are not really bad themselves, 
biotechnological advancements would fer­
ment change at such a rate as to overwhelm 
the government's capacity to adapt. 
The third scenario that Fukuyama 
presents is the most serious one in relation 
to human nature and basic human rights as 
we know them. What if in the very near 
future, well off individuals, or even well off 
nations created or encouraged people to 
have genetically superior offspring? 
Fukuyama asks, what would be of "the po­
litical equality enshrined in the Declaration 
of Independence once we eliminate the 
empirical fact of human equality"? Inter­
nationally, what would the effect be of a 
wealthier society that could afford to im­
prove their racial stock? What happens 
when " young people begin to suspect that 
classmates who do much less well than they 
do are genetically in fact not fully human, 
because in fact, they are not. Sorry but your 
soul just died..." 
Fukuyama's conclusions are not that 
pessimistic, nor that defeatist. He argues, 
much like Spiderman's uncle before dying, 
that great power brings about great respon­
sibility. Just like legislation exists to cur­
tail and control the research and develop­
ment of nuclear power, so too, must genetic 
manipulation be controlled and tailored to 
meet our human needs, not to destroy them, 
he argues. 
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DEBATE FROM P AGE 1 
He rattled off his administration's accom­
plishments, regardless of their relevancy to 
the questions asked. Williams refused to 
take sides in the fighting between the Uni­
versity and Foggy Bottom residents who 
protest the school's growth. "Both parties 
need to settle on a plan without the bicker­
ing and infighting we've seen in recent 
years," he explained. But serious debate 
was rare in the two-hour event. 
Faith used her introductory remarks 
to read a letter she wrote to President 
Clinton in which she noted that she has 
been on the ballot for the past twenty-five 
years, running unsuccessfully in six elec­
tions. Addressing Clinton and referring to 
a speech of his at which she had blown her 
bugle, Faith said. "You saved me from get­
ting arrested - thanks for that." 
In what can best be described as the 
debate's grand finale, Faith left her seat at 
the candidates' table for her closing remarks 
to join her husband in the center of the au-
ditorium stage. Sporting a patriotic 
headband and shirt, her husband strummed 
"We Are the World" on a guitar as the 
couple sang a duet of lyrics they had com­
posed. "We are D.C. We're getting 
shafted," they sang. "We are D.C. We lead 
the nation - in homelessness, HIV, and elit­
ist gratification," they continued, adding a 
call to "lift the covers off the Congressional 
Ku Klux Klan."The audience of about 150, 
mostly media and campaign supporters, 
roared in laughter. 
Although much more subdued in his 
deliberate style, the sharply dressed Osie 
Thorpe was no less outrageous at times as 
Vie di scussed Yus p latform that focused on 
helping the District's poor and homeless. 
When asked how the city should commemo­
rate the September 11th attacks, Thorpe re­
plied that he knew about the attacks in ad­
vance and had tried to warn the FBI. He 
said he had also predicted the shooting of 
President Ronald Reagan and had alerted 
the FBI, who told him that he "ate too many 
beans." "Don't tell a man he ate too many 
beans!" he said. 
The candidates appeared completely 
serious throughout the night, and the hu­
mor was sometimes pointed. Referring to 
Williams's forged signatures, Clark noted 
his name appeared first on the ballot. "I got 
my own signatures and verified them," he 
said. "I'm number one on the ballot - you 
don't have to look up, you don't have to 
look down." 
When Williams left the debate, Clark 
angrily commented, "He's always making 
un-announced exits." And when asked 
about the proliferation of Starbucks coffee 
shops in D.C., Clark fired back with his 
pro-African American theme. "We don't 
need to be talking about coffee. But I want 
to see some coffee without cream," he ex 
claimed. Faith agreed, calling Starbucks a 
"racist plot." 
Clark, who peppered his remarks 
with numerous quotations in a variety of 
foreign languages ranging from Chinese to 
Zulu, called on GW students and faculty to 
rewrite history books to better reflect the 
history of Blacks in America. "We've inte­
grated the schools; now we need to inte­
grate the books," he explained. Predicting 
his victory in the primary, Clark said, "All 
African American dreams will be sealed 
with freedom's kiss." 
Thorpe also had an edge at times. In 
an attempt to learn about the candidates' 
personal side, one questioner asked when 
each had last cried. Thorpe shot back, 
"When I see people sitting on the street and 
hungry, I don't cry - but I help. Crying is 
not the answer." He added that he was par­
ticularly concerned with helping the eld­
erly. "#hve have goed sense and don't use 
dope, we'll all get old, too." Although 
Thorpe repeatedly claimed that police of­
ficers never ticket his illegally parked car 
because they know he is helping homeless 
people, he none.heless attacked the city's 
enforcement of traffic regulations. "Writ­
ing traffic tickets for revenue — what's the 
difference between that and stealing and 
robbing?" he asked. 
The debate was part of the Student 
Association's theme, "Your voice, your 
choice, your vote," which S A President Phil 
Robinson said was inspired by the close 
2000 presidential race. Robinson noted that 
the election was of great importance to GW 
students, many of whom will reside in the 
city following their graduation during the 
new administration. 
In the understatement of the night, 
Williams correctly predicted that the can­
didates would present varying views of how 
that administration would operate. "Tonight 
you'll see different positions and different 
visions for the future of our city." 
Going Once, Twice, Sold! 
BY MARK HERSHFIELD 
Editor-in-Chief 
For days, the signs had been appear­
ing around the law school. At first the signs 
appeared for the "Enron Liquidation sale." 
Later on in the week signs appeared on the 
walls offering students opportunities to go 
to sporting events, to take their Professors 
out on a date, and various other valuable 
opportunities. All the hoopla was public­
ity for the Equal Justice Foundation's (EJF) 
auction, which was held in front of a stand­
ing room only audience near the end of last 
semester. 
To mark the occasion, the sponsors 
of the event were able to get Associate Dean 
for Clinical Affairs Eric Sirulnik, Associ­
ate Dean for Student Affairs David Johnson, 
Professors Mary Cheh and Brad Clark along 
with former SBA President Phil Tahtakran 
to serve as the auctioneers. The event went 
on from 4:30PM until the last individuals 
left the room at around 8:30PM. Amy 
Chastain, a 3L and Chair of the EJF, was 
especially thankful to the administration for 
providing space and assistance for the auc­
tion. 
The three co-chairs of the Auction 
Committee and the Executive Officers of 
the EJF had been planning this event since 
the preceding summer. The process inten­
sified during last fall semester and it cul­
minated in the actual event. According to 
Erin Josendale, the Publicity Chair for this 
event, "the efforts in the beginning helped 
in the end." 
The previous EJF auction netted 
around $16,000 to help create public inter­
est grants for students who choose to work 
/ for free over the summer. Students who 
wish to qualify for these grants must serve 
indigent clients, usually working for a le­
gal aid society or government agency such 
as the public defender. SBA President De 
Famuyiwa, who attended the EJF auction, 
predicted that more money was raised than 
the year before. 
This prediction was accurate as 
Josendale confirmed that the auction raised 
over $20,000. She stated that the auction 
"went really well" and that the "turnout" 
was better then the preceding year. 
Chastain was also extremely pleased with 
the event, especially with the role the fac­
ulty played in the event. "I think that the 
auction is one of the events that highlights 
the faculty's interest in and compassion for 
students. Many professors donate items that 
are worth hundreds of dollars and each year, 
at least four of them are willing to get up in 
front of hundreds of students and act as our 
goofy auctioneers," she said. 
The auction appears to have been suc­
cessful as the EJF netted enough money to 
award all eight-grant applicants with a 
grant of $2,400 each for their work over 
the summer. Unfortunately, though, accord­
ing to Chastain, "some students were un­
able to obtain a letter of intent from their 
employer in time to apply" so they were not 
eligible to receive grants. 
The number of students impressed 
many people in attendance at this year's 
auction. Famuyiwa who helped run last 
year's EJF auction remarked, "No BS, I was 
kind of impressed, I thought they did a good 
job [running the auction]." Famuyiwa went 
on to speculate on why the auction was such 
a success. "When you mix liquor and law 
students that's what you get," he remarked. 
When asked about whether the EJF 
auction would be returning this spring, 
Josendale said, "the auction is an annual 
thing, it is going to continue, period." The 
goal for this year's auction is the same as 
in the past "to raise as much money as pos­
sible," stated Chastain. 
The expectations for the next EJF 
auction are high due to the large number of 
returning personnel from those who played 
a part in organizing this year's event. 
Josendale commented that as far as future 
EJF auctions go "it's only going to get big­
ger and better." Chastain was also optimis­
tic and as she expressed hope that the ad­
ministration would be more "financially 
involved" in future auctions. 
SA PRESIDENT FROM PAGE 3 
not make it easier for Robinson's presi­
dency. Robinson said that the undergradu­
ates are quite bitter about the new charge 
for printing, and feel that it is the graduate 
students' fault that free printing ceased. 
"[Undergraduates] see [graduate students] 
come in and print out huge documents and 
they think it is just not fair." Robinson was 
unaware of the printing fees that existed in 
the Law School for the past several years. 
Similarly, Robinson was oblivious to the sad 
state of the Burns Law Library: the three 
printers that are almost always in some state 
of disrepair, and the four copiers that never 
seem to be working properly. In response, 
Robinson was surprised to hear that the Law 
School's facilities were so limited. And that 
hits the nail on the head: the graduate stu­
dents and undergraduates do not know what 
problems the other side faces, do not com­
municate effectively at the Senate meetings, 
and are apt to blame each other rather than 
address the underlying problems. Overall, 
Robinson wants to change the existing sys­
tem, and will not tolerate continued indis­
cretions. Robinson, committed to an open 
administration, wants to govern the entire 
student population, with no distinctions 
between undergraduate and graduate stu­
dents. 
Want to See 
Your Ad Here? 
Advertising Rates 
1/8 Page (20 square inches) $75 
1/4 Page (40 square inches) $125 
1/2 Page (80 square inches) $200 
Full Page (160 square inches) $300 
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We offer discounts for multiple-issue commitments. Student 
groups are entitled to a 50% discount on the placement of their 
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Health Care Equality 
BY BRANDON MO SS 
News Editor 
In a successful showing of law stu­
dent activism, 2L Amy Moses was involved 
in an effort to secure coverage of birth con­
trol and other contraception under the GW 
student health plan, provided by the 
Chickering Group. According to Moses, 
the plan for the 2001-2002 year excluded 
coverage for prescription contraceptives. A 
letter was sent to GW administrators in 
November 2001, and they eventually re­
sponded with changes in the plan for the 
2002-2003 year. 
Last year, students on the GW stu­
dent health plan paid the same full retail 
prices available at a pharmacy. Now, the 
2002-2003 student health plan offers cov­
erage for contraceptives as it would for any 
other prescriptions, including a co-payment 
and cap. The current plan includes cover­
age for contraceptives (e.g. medication, 
pills, shots, birth control) and contracep­
tive devices (e.g. diaphragms). For contra­
ceptives, there is a limitation of $500 per 
policy year. Contraceptive devices are 
treated as a medical supply, with the plan 
paying for eighty percent of the usual and 
customary cost. 
Dr. Isabel Goldenberg, director of 
GW Student Health, noted that the GW stu­
dent health plan is a voluntary health plan, 
just like any other HMO. There are ap­
proximately 1500 students currently en­
rolled in the GW Student Health Plan, al­
though Dr. Goldenberg said that it is "too 
soon" to tell how many students will take 
advantage of the contraception coverage. 
From the statistics, it appears that most stu­
dents in the GW community pursue other 
providers for health care coverage, if at all. 
Dr. Goldenberg adds that the University 
doesn't "require health insurance [but she] 
strongly encourage[s] it." Brochures about 
the GW student health plan are available, 
and information has been provided at ori­
entation sessions. 
The 2001-2002 student health plan 
was challenged as a form of sex discrimi­
nation. Moses was supported in her efforts 
by the Planned Parenthood Federation of 
America, National Women's Law Center, 
and the Trial Lawyers for Public Justice. 
Initially, Moses learned about the organi­
zations through www.covermypills.org. 
These organizations are involved in na­
tional efforts to provide coverage of con­
traceptives under student health plans at 
other campuses. According to an article 
appearing in the Washington Post on Au­
gust 29, 2002, the University of Maryland 
offers similar coverage under its student 
health plan, although George Mason Uni­
versity, the University of Virginia, Catho­
lic University, Georgetown University, 
American University, and Gallaudet Uni­
versity do not. 
Moses, and other GW Law students 
appear to be satisfied with the resolution of 
this matter. Goldenberg concurred with this 
sentiment noting that up to fifty percent of 
the plan's users are female. Frank Lattuca, 
a 1L, believes that the recent change is a 
"good thing" because "women take birth 
control for a variety of reasons," some of 
which are medical necessities. Also, 
Lattuca thought that some women would 
benefit because they have been using con­
traception for a while. Becky Gerome, a 
2L, stated that, "if other stuff was on it, it 
wouldn't be sexist." At the law school that 
Gerome transferred from, Case Western 
Reserve, contraceptives were covered un­
der the student health plan. Students not 
on the GW student health plan can still 
benefit from cheaper prescription prices. 
Goldenberg recommends the pharmacy at 
the Ambulatory Care Center, located on the 
corner of 21st and H Streets, which "offers 
generics at a reasonable cost [ranging from] 
$11 to $29." 
GW to Go Wireless 
BY MARK HERSHFIELD 
Editor-in-Chief 
Within the next month, this law 
school will follow the lead of several other 
law schools, such as Georgetown and the 
University of Virginia and enter the "wire­
less" age of Internet access. Plans are cur­
rently underway to make a certain portion 
of the Second Floor of the Burns Library 
(the area beyond the computer lab, where 
the tables are located) wireless accessible. 
Plans are also in the works to introduce all 
the lounge areas on the first floor and the 
new moot court room to web access. All of 
these changes according to Christopher 
Reed, the Assistant Director for Informa­
tion Services, will take place in "the next 
couple weeks." 
Plans to make the library wireless 
accessible have been "kicking around for 
awhile" said Reed. Mike Briggs, the IT 
Coordinator confirmed that these ideas had 
been around for at least the past "two years." 
In the past students have inquired about 
wireless accessibility for their laptop com­
puters. This "word of mouth" soon reached 
the ears of the library staff. In combina­
tion with what Reed describes as the "heavy 
use" of the computer labs and the fact that 
the library is currently "close to maximiz­
ing its ability" to connect people to the 
internet, the decision was made to try out 
wireless accessibility in certain "non-con­
troversial areas." 
Wireless internet access is a fairly 
simple concept. To create such access, "ac­
cess points" must first be installed in a 
given area. These points are where the 
network signal is received. The signals in 
essence flow like radio waves. To "catch" 
these waives a laptop computer must have 
an antenna or "a wireless adapter." Ac­
cording to Reed, "one-third of laptops sell­
ing these days have them built in." Exter­
nal adapters are also available for prices 
ranging from $70 to $130 depending on the 
security of the network card. Reed person­
ally recommends that students purchase the 
Cisco Airanet 350 (price: $130), even 
though he is "pretty sure most of [the cards] 
will work." 
Currently, library staff is developing 
instructions to ,give to students to direct 
them on how to use this new technology. 
Plans for support services are already in the 
works (students needing instructions for 
facilities outside the library will still use 
library support services to solve any prob­
lems). The system is currently installed in 
the Burns library, but the services still need 
to be tested. 
The new system will not, however, 
displace the current login portals. Scott 
Pagel, the Director of the Law Library, con­
firmed that the library will continue to use 
the existing the plug-in stations set-up 
around the library. "If students have pur-
It's Not Furnished by Ikea 
BY BRNADON BRISCOE 
Staff Writer 
Some say it's the "new soft lounge." 
Others call it "the leather lounge." You 
might prefer "the Lerner lounge." What­
ever the name, this summer the Law School 
completed renovations of the first floor of 
Lerner Hall. New lounge space now stands 
where the Deans' offices were located prior 
to opening of the new E building. The new 
lounge is part of the redesigned H Street 
entrance, which now features double glass 
doors and a large plasma-screen monitor 
that displays Law 
School news and infor­
mation. In addition to 
serving as a more dis­
tinguished entrance to 
the Law School, the 
space will also support 
events held in the Jacob 
Bums Moot Court room 
and student meetings 
throughout the year. 
Despite the 
amenities of the remod­
eled space, not all stu­
dents have been quick to 
embrace the new 
lounge. Remi Taborga, 
a 2L, was disappointed 
to see the changes. "They took away my 
favorite study space. Those Dean's rooms 
were awesome," Taborga remarked. In ad­
dition to the solitude and their frequent 
ments of both the hard and soft lounges, 
Hayes noted that students called new space 
the "flaccid" or "semi-hard" lounge. Hayes 
said that the renovated space should have 
more closely resembled one of its predeces­
sors, by offering either more kitchen fea­
tures such as a sink and cabinets or more 
furniture for seating. "I think it says some­
thing that you still usually see more people 
in the soft lounge," Hayes said. 
Despite the drawbacks, some students 
praised the new entrance. "It's a marked 
improvement," said 2L Jeff Flores. "The at­
mosphere is much more welcoming and in-
The "flaccid" lounge? 
The new plasma-screen monitor. 
availability, Taborga said that the old study 
rooms were exceptionally convenient. Ac­
cording to Taborga, "you could order a 
pizza, and they would deliver it right to the 
window." 
Mitka Hayes also was hesitant to ap­
plaud the changes. Citing consensus opin­
ion that the new lounge includes many ele-
viting." Suzanne Walsh, also a 2L, agreed. 
"The entrance definitely makes a positive 
impression. It's very new and shiny," she 
remarked. Taborga concurred that the en­
trance was striking. "It's impressive," he 
said. Taborga also appVauded the new in­
formation center. "The screen tells you what 
the weather is going to be - that's very help­
ful," he stated. 
The renovation also included a 
facelift of the Jacob Bums Moot Court room 
that includes several new technological 
additions. New video screens were added 
for the judge, lawyers, and jury, and a voice-
activated transcription system was in­
stalled. The floor plan was rearranged, and 
scratched furniture and paneling were re­
placed. Despite the technological improve­
ments, Hayes said something was missing. 
"What did they do with the telephones?" 
she asked. "Do you have to go to the li­
brary to make a phone call now," she asked. 
These renovations are part of a multi­
phase plan to upgrade the Law School's 
facilities. Classrooms were renovated in 
the summer of 2001, and the E building 
opened in the spring of 2002, freeing up 
space for the new entrance. Future plans 
call for the Law School to take over the 
adjacent Stuart Hall and parts of Lisner Hall 
along G Street, creating an L-shaped com­
plex that borders two sides of the Univer­
sity Yard. By the end of the decade, the 
school hopes to build a learning center to 
house the journals, open new classrooms, 
and create more study space for students. 
chased network cards so as to use them, we 
want to be sure that they remain available," 
he said. In addition, students will still be 
able to borrow laptop computers from the 
library with the current internet technol­
ogy. According to Reed, no plans are cur­
rently in place to make borrowed laptops 
wireless accessible. 
Members of the library staff are ex­
tremely excited about the potential for these 
new services. Briggs feels that this tech­
nology is tremendous step forward since it 
gives "students more access" to the Internet. 
Pagel is equally thrilled with the new tech­
nology as he feels it is another successful 
"part of the ongoing effort by the Law 
School to offer a high level of access to the 
automated information made available by 
the Law School and Law Library." 
One main issue that has not yet been 
addressed is what implication this new pro­
gram will have on the potential for internet 
access in classrooms. Reed had "no an­
swer" for whether this would indeed take 
place. Pagel, however, indicated that this 
decision has indeed not been made and that 
any such expansion to classrooms is "one 




Whatever Happened to Bill <& Ted? 
Bv EDDIE GOMEZ 
Features Editor 
As some (or none) of you know, B ill  
and Ted graduated last  year.  They are 
both currently beginning the ir  
clerkships for Federal  judges.  As a re­
sult, beginning next issue, the Nota Bene 
will  be featuring a new advice co lumn. 
The paper would l ike to encourage sub­
missions by YOU -  the voice represented 
by the Nota Bene. The new columnists 
would l ike t o field questions about law 
school,  social  issues,  Supreme Court  de-
! c isions,  money and awkward sexual posi­
t ions (keep your f ingers crossed). But 
before that  happens, i t  would b e appro­
priate to check in on our newly departed 
friends. 
Bil l  ha s moved to Chicago where he 
has begun his clerkship with The Honor­
able Richard Posner of the 7th Circuit  
Court  of Appeals.  Over the summer,  he 
studied and took the bar while maintain 
ing a number of corporate websites. He 
tells the Nota Bene that  he loves com­
municating using a number of instant 
messenger services.  He is especially 
fond o f speaking via key board and using 
Internet syntax.  He refused to commu­
nicate with us on t he phone, so a portion 
of the online conversation is  reprinted 
below: 
Nota Bene:  So how have yo u be en 
Bil l? 
BuffaloBilly69: I  feel  :)  
Nota Bene. What is  :)? 
BuffaloBilly69: LO L. Ur so funny 
:-0. 
Nota Bene. Urn.. .okay B ill .  So do you 
have a girlfr iend? 
BuffaloBilly69: I 've been too busy 
for a gf.  But sometimes,  im2b4ever and 
eva! And she looks l ike this:  8-).  
Nota Bene'. What? So do you miss ew? 
BuffaloBilly69: GW is aight.  But 
foget i t  foreal. Uknowhatimsaying? 
Nota Bene. Nevermind Bill ,  keep in 
touch. Bye. 
BuffaloBilly69: Straight .  Late.  TY. 
Funny Law 
On the other hand, Ted moved to 
the West Coast  -  California -  where he 
has begun his clerkship for The Honor­
able Will iam J .  Pinckner of the Southern 
District  of California.  Judge Pinckner 
had his chambers in a  suburb of Los An­
geles,  and before Ted knew it ,  he was 
working for a movie company to make 
ends meet.  The company, Tom my Shaft  
Productions,  with Ted's help,  has pro­
duced local classics like Saving Ryan's 
Privates, Giiligan's Bi-Land, IR4: 
Inrearendence bay, The 69th Sense and 
Missionary Position: Impossible. Ted 
tel ls  us that  when he's  not in th e judge's  
chambers,  in cour t ,  or doing re search,  
he hangs out at  the set .  He explained 
that  on the weekends,  he works as a 
cameraman, gets a lot  of t ime off,  and 
gets to play with interesting gadg ets.  
Not surprisingly,  he bragged that  his 
sex l ife had improved si nce he began 
dating the fluffers" hanging out at  his 
set .  He did not define what a "fluffer" 
was.  
Once again, lets explore the more humorous side of the legal profession. 
A Pornographic Scavenger Hunt 
In a case involving the copyright of a pornographic 
photograph, Judge Kane of the U.S. District Court for the 
District of Colorado gives bored law students something 
interesting to do in the library. "Given its subject matter, 
this opinion may join certain cases with obscure citations 
found in well-thumbed volumes in law school libraries. 
These cases are favorites of second year law students im­
prisoned in libraries and seeking diversion from the bore­
dom of yet another year of the highly touted and low-yield­
ing case method of instruction. Having known a law pro­
fessor, now thankfully of emeritus status, who assigned 
students to locate these cases as an exercise in legal re­
search, I list a few to bring them into the age of computers 
and political correctness through the back door: See the 
stately Lason v. State, 152 Fla. 440. 12 So 7H 3ns fioa^tv  
also Carter v. Ingalls. 576 F Si.pp, 834 G9831; Doe et ux. 
v. Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railroad Co., No. 18338, Dist.Ct. 
54th Jud.Dist.Tex.( 1935); People v. Nitti. 31? 111. 73 , 143  
N.E. 448 (111. 1 924); Matter on Anonymous. 12 Misr 7H  
781, 177 N.Y.S.2d 784- Geilerv. Comm. on Jud. Qual in 
Cal. 3d 270, 110 Cal. Rptr. 201. 515 P.2d 1 fC al. Sup Ct 
1973): Fen v. Dixe, 82 Eng. Rep. 233 (1675); Spears v.  
U.S., 266 F. Suon. 22 mrwv, 1QA7); Hall Monriv ln_ 
stitute v. COPASS. 108 Tenn, 582 6Q S W. 327 M90?)-
VARIEGATION 
Wolfe et al.. v. Feldman. 158 Misc. 656. 28ft N.Y.S. US 
(1936); Gill v. Middleton. 105 Mass. 477 7 Am. Rep  
548 (1870); Stevens et al.. v. I.onisville. 511 S.W.2d 228  
I ^ 974); McGinley v. Cleary, 2 Alaska Rep. 269 (1904); 
U.S. v. Byrnes. 644 F7H 107 fiq»iv Mmmi„ V- Reapan 
et al., 95 F.R.D. 476 (D.Ore. 19821; Miles et al.. v. Citv  
Council of Augusta. 551 F. Supp. 349 (1QK7); and 
Coverson v. Mississippi. 617 So. 2d 642 (19931 If you 
find each of these cases you are entitled to join the law 
review; if your law school library doesn't have all of them, 
you should transfer at once." Martin v. Cnnv 887 F. 
Supp. 1390, 1392 n.l (D. Colo. 1995). 
Brevity is Key 
Believe it or not, here is an entire opinion by Judge 
Gillis, sitting on the Michigan Court of Appeals. "The 
appellant has attempted to distinguish the factual situa­
tion in this case from that in Renfroe v. Hjggjns Rack Coat­
ing and Manufacturing Co tnr- , 17 Mich App 259 (1969). 
He didn't. We couldn't. Affirmed. Costs to appellee." 
Denny v. R adar Industries Inn 184 N.W.2d 289 (Mich. 
App. 1970). 
W e l l ,  t h e y  g o t  points f o r  
c r e a t i v i t y . . .  
Courts appreciate a creative argument, but creativ­
ity only goes so far. "Only a mind unburdened by the 
ephemeral shackles of legal training and gloriously free of 
the stultifying pomposities of precedent and stare decisis 
could have formulated the epiphanous principle that what 
the public may do as an entity, so may individual members 
of the public do, acting in their individual capacities. Ap­
pellate counsel for cross-complainants, with an imagina­
tion dulled by years of legal training, evidently lacked the 
audacity to appreciate cross-defendants' argument and mis­
interpreted (and diminished) it as a mundane attack upon 
the sufficiency of the evidence to support the jury's find­
ing of trespass. Not so. Cross-defendant Mr. George is on 
the wave front of the expanding legal universe, Prometheus 
unbound by the strictures of logic and reason that con­
strain lawyers and judges in their quotidian professional 
functions. 
There is just one problem. The easement is for storm 
drain water, not mosquito infested swimming pool efflu-
ent " Goshgarian v. Genr»p 161 Cal. App. 3d 1214 1223 
(Cal. Ct. App. 1984). 
Do you think you're funnier 
than this? Prove it! 
The Nota Bene is now accepting applications for 
staff writers for our Features section If you 
can be funny, or at least mildly entertaining, e-
mail us at NotaBene@law.gwu.edu and show us 
your skills. 
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Playing the Blame Game 
It's your fault! 
Student Association Faces 
Budgetary Deficit 
Statement from Student Association 
President Phil Robinson 
WASHINGTON, DC - The Student 
Association faces a $50,000 deficit after 
mismanagement of funds by last year's Sen­
ate Finance Committee and the Office of 
Financial Affairs. Due to a failure to com­
municate and misinformation in alloca­
tions, co-sponsorships, 
and reimbursements ^ 
the Association over­
spent $50,000 taking 
its $400,000 budget 
down to $350,000 mi­
nus the $27,000 needed 
for the maintenance of 
its office and staff. 
The source of 
origin lies within both financial houses of 
last year's administration and will affect the 
Association internally, but will also affect 
allocations and co-sponsorships. .There are 
no measures that could have been taken by 
this year's administration to prevent what 
happened last year, but they are taking 
measures to see that this does not happen 
again. 
The Association is very regretful and 
in ways injured by this occurrence, but is 
not bankrupt. It is not in debt, the cause of 
the deficit is repayment of debt. The Asso­
ciation can and will fund student groups, 
but must decrease funding internally and 
externally. 
This year's administration will take 
all measures necessary to insure that it and 
not the students of the George Washington 
University feels the major brunt of this mis­
take. This administration will fulfill its 
The source of origin lies 
within both financial 
houses of last year's 
administration. 
every constitutional duty. The President 
will perform the requirements if his office 
with excellence above and beyond'the call 
of office. The Association will stand and 
student groups will succeed. 
President Robinson sees this mistake 
as an opportunity. The deficit is a chal­
lenge to be overcome through cooperation 
and mutual effort, not an obstruction. Presi­
dent Robinson's staff 
will work with student 
organizations and aid 
in strengthening ties 
between them so that 
each organization 
stands united with oth-
ers to succeed. If all 
organizations work to­
gether in the end every 
organization will be the better for it. 
Anyone with questions, comments, 
and concerns is asked to call the Student 
association at 202-994-71OO. You may also 
email at gwsa@gwu.edu. The office is lo­
cated in the Marvin Center room 424 and 
anyone with additional concerns is welcome 
to come by. 
The Student Association is chartered 
by the students and the Board of Trustees 
of the George Washington University and 
is the official student government for the 
George Washington University. It serves 
as the voice and advocate for the GW stu­
dent community and is dedicated to service 
of students. The Association is funded by 
the students of the George Washington 
University which is replenished at the be­
ginning of each fiscal year. For more in­
formation of the Student association visit 
us at http://sa.gwu.edu. 
We blame you! 
Committee Takes Initiative 
to Lessen Burden on 
Student Groups 
Statement from Student Association 
Finance Committee via Dan Moss, Chair 
Washington DC (8/26/02) — The 
Student Association Senate Finance Com­
mittee today announced that they have taken 
steps to lessen the burden on student groups 
from a projected shortfall of approximately 
$50,000 in Student As­
sociation funding. 
Relying on inaccurate 
information provided 
by the then-Vice Presi­
dent for Financial Af­
fairs and his assistant, 
the Finance Commit­
tee—to further student 
Just a little irritated? 
group programming— 
allocated approxi-
mately $50,000 to stu­
dent groups during the end of the 2001-
2002 academic year. 
The shortfall is attributed to inaccu­
rate information provided to the Finance 
Committee by the Vice President for Finan­
cial Affairs. Erring on the side of caution, 
the Committee suspended co-sponsorship 
allocations last spring for several weeks 
pending information on the financial sta­
tus of the Student Association from the Vice 
President for Financial Affairs. Once the 
Committee was informed that there were 
sufficient funds available by the Vice Presi­
dent, the Committee resumed the co-spon-
sorship process. 
The shortfall is attributed 
to inaccurate information 
provided to the Finance 
Committee by the Vice 
President for Financial 
Affairs. 
"We [the Finance Committee] were 
advised by the Vice President for Financial 
Affairs that he had reclaimed unused co-
sponsorship monies," said Student Associa­
tion Senator Tayseer Aldaghlas (SMHS), 
then Finance Committee Chairman. 
"Based on this information, we allocated 
money to student groups believing it was 
there." 
Due to the short­
fall, the Student Asso­
ciation- instead of hav­
ing approximately 
$400,000 to allocate-
will now have approxi­
mately $350,000. 
Since this repre­
sents a significant re­
duction in available 
funds, the Committee 
is proposing steps to minimize the burden 
on student groups. First, the Committee 
has proposed a 5% reduction (from 20% to 
15% of total Student Association funds) of 
the cap on the Student Association Execu­
tive branch and new caps on the Legisla­
tive and Judicial branches. Second, the 
Committee has proposed- in consultation 
with the President- new safeguards to pre­
vent this situation from reoccurring. Fi­
nally, the Committee is taking steps to in­
form the student body of upcoming finan­
cial issues so that necessary adjustments can 
be made. 
Got Money? 
bo you want to be published? 
bo you want to be famous? 
bo you want to be an ... 
Idol? 
De' hanging with his cat, Kristin Holt of American Idol. 
Well, maybe you ca n't be as famous as 
De', but you could seek fame and 
fortune writing for the Nota Bene! 
Contact the Nota Bene staff at 
NotaBene@law.gwu.edu or call us a t 
(202) 676-3879. 
